Americans for the Arts’ Public Opinion Poll provides an in-depth look at perceptions and attitudes about the arts in the United States.

Arts and Social Media

6 out of 10 Social Media Users Say Art Created on Social Media is Legitimate Art

Half of those users believe they are more exposed to art thanks to social media.

AGREE
Art created on social media is legitimate art

AGREE
Photos I take and post online are art

AGREE
Filters and editing Tools used on a mobile device is creating art

AGREE
Art helps me cultivate a image or look on social media

AGREE
I create art regularly via my posts to social media

The arts transform people and communities every day. To learn more about how the arts impact all of our lives every day, browse more findings from the Americans for the Arts’ Public Opinion Poll.

Learn more at www.AmericansForTheArts.org/PublicOpinion